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Abstract

During the Biosphere Effects on AeRosols and Photochemistry EXperiment 2007
(BEARPEX-2007), we observed eddy covariance (EC) fluxes of speciated acyl peroxy
nitrates (APNs), including peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN), peroxypropionyl nitrate (PPN)
and peroxymethacryloyl nitrate (MPAN), above a Ponderosa pine forest in the western5

Sierra Nevada. All APN fluxes are net downward during the day, with a median midday
PAN exchange velocity of −0.3 cm s−1; nighttime storage-corrected APN EC fluxes are
smaller than daytime fluxes but still downward. Analysis with a standard resistance
model shows that loss of PAN to the canopy is not controlled by turbulent or molecular
diffusion. Stomatal uptake contributes to 25–50% of the observed downward PAN flux.10

Vertical gradients in the PAN thermal decomposition (TD) rate explain a similar fraction
of the flux, suggesting that a significant portion of the PAN flux into the forest results
from chemical processes in the canopy. The remaining “unidentified” portion of the
net PAN flux (∼15%) is ascribed to deposition or reactive uptake on non-stomatal sur-
faces (e.g. leaf cuticles or soil). Shifts in temperature, moisture and ecosystem activity15

during the summer – fall transition alter the relative contribution of stomatal uptake,
non-stomatal uptake and thermochemical gradients to the net PAN flux. Daytime PAN
and MPAN exchange velocities are a factor of 3 smaller than those of PPN during the
first two weeks of the measurement period, consistent with strong intra-canopy chemi-
cal production of PAN and MPAN during this period. The depositional loss of APNs can20

be 3–21% of the gross gas-phase TD loss depending on temperature. As a source of
nitrogen to the biosphere, PAN deposition is approximately 4–19% of that due to dry
deposition of nitric acid at this site.

1 Introduction

Surface uptake of reactive nitrogen provides a key pathway through which anthro-25

pogenic emissions may influence ecosystem vitality. Carbon sequestration within bo-
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real forests may be largely controlled by wet and dry deposition of atmospheric ni-
trogen, the bulk of which derives from anthropogenic activities (Magnani et al., 2007).
Excessive nitrification may give rise to soil acidification, reduced plant resistance to en-
vironmental stresses (e.g. drought and ozone) and increased nitrate concentrations in
runoff (Bytnerowicz and Fenn, 1996; Goulding et al., 1998). As a primary sink for total5

atmospheric reactive nitrogen (NOy≡NO+NO2+HNO3+HONO+peroxy nitrates+alkyl
nitrates+2N2O5+ClNO2+. . . ), nitrogen deposition also impacts the oxidative capacity
of the troposphere. In the planetary boundary layer, NOx (≡NO+NO2) radicals undergo
rapid (∼4 h) conversion into temporary or permanent reservoir species, including per-
oxy nitrates, alkyl nitrates, and nitric acid (Roberts, 1990; Murphy et al., 2007). Loss10

of NOy is believed to occur primarily via wet and dry deposition of nitric acid (HNO3),
which is formed by gas-phase reaction of OH and NO2, as well as by reactions involv-
ing N2O5 and NO3. Dry deposition of HNO3 to vegetation is typically assumed to be
limited by vertical mixing processes, giving rise to a typical HNO3 lifetime of 5–10 h
near the surface (Sievering et al., 2001; Brown et al., 2004; Pryor and Klemm, 2004;15

Day et al., 2008); thus, a few hours downwind of NOx source regions, the NOy budget
can become dominated by longer-lived nitrogen oxide reservoirs, including acyl peroxy
nitrates (APNs). Although the gas-phase sources and sinks of APNs are generally well
understood, the role of depositional processes remains a point of controversy and is
poorly constrained in current models (Wesely and Hicks, 2000).20

APNs are formed during the photochemical oxidation of volatile organic compounds
(VOC) in the presence of NOx:

RC(O)O2+NO2 
 RC(O)O2NO2 (R1, R-1)

This equilibrium exhibits a strong temperature dependence, with typical APN thermal
decomposition lifetimes ranging from a few hours at 298 K to days or weeks below25

273 K. Net APN lifetimes are ultimately controlled by the fate of the acyl peroxy radical,
which can reform an APN via reaction with NO2 or be lost via reaction with NO, RO2 or
HO2. APNs with unsaturated hydrocarbon chains are also labile towards oxidation by
OH and O3. As temporary reservoirs for NO2, APNs can redistribute NOx on regional
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and global scales, allowing for O3 production far from source regions (Moxim et al.,
1996; Kotchenruther et al., 2001; Hudman et al., 2004; Parrish et al., 2004). APNs
constitute 10–80% of total NOy in urban plumes, depending on transport time, mete-
orological conditions and photochemical history (Roberts, 1990; Roberts et al., 2004;
Cleary et al., 2007; Murphy et al., 2007; Day et al., 2008). Peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN,5

R=CH3) typically comprises 80–90% of the speciated APN budget and is generated by
the oxidation of both biogenic and anthropogenic VOC (Roberts, 1990) in the presence
of NOx. Other APNs have more specific VOC precursors; for example, peroxypropionyl
nitrate (PPN, R=CH3CH2) is generally attributed to the oxidation of n-alkanes, while
peroxymethacryloyl nitrate (MPAN, R=CH2C(CH3)) is formed from methacrolein, an10

isoprene oxidation product.
Despite the significance of APNs as NOx reservoirs and phytotoxic pollutants (Taylor,

1969), deposition of these compounds is still poorly understood. Early investigations of
APN uptake to vegetation report deposition velocities of 0–1 cm s−1. These estimates
derive from indirect flux-gradient or kinetic methods and are limited to relatively simple15

surfaces (e.g. grass or soil) or nighttime measurements (Hill, 1971; Garland and Pen-
kett, 1976; Dollard et al., 1990; Shepson et al., 1992; Schrimpf et al., 1996; Doskey
et al., 2004). Advances in instrumentation have since permitted the use of more direct
measurement techniques, such as eddy covariance (EC); however, results are far from
conclusive. A recent 12-day set of speciated APN EC flux measurements demonstrates20

downward fluxes over a Loblolly pine plantation (Turnipseed et al., 2006) with magni-
tudes similar to prior studies and consistent with leaf-level uptake experiments (Okano
et al., 1990; Sparks et al., 2003). In contrast, Farmer and Cohen (2008) report a noon
summertime upward flux (efflux) velocity of +0.7 cm s−1 for total peroxy nitrates over a
Ponderosa pine forest, which they attribute to within-canopy photochemical production25

that occurs faster than depositional loss. Accurate modeling of atmosphere-ecosystem
interactions and within-canopy chemistry requires a more complete understanding of
canopy-level APN fluxes. The fate of nitrogen entering foliage via APN deposition re-
mains unclear, but this channel may contribute as much as 20% to total N deposition
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in some regions (Sparks et al., 2003).
As part of the Biosphere Effects on AeRosols and Photochemistry EXperiment 2007

(BEARPEX-2007) during late summer and early fall 2007, we deployed our thermal dis-
sociation – chemical ionization mass spectrometer to measure EC fluxes and vertical
concentration gradients of a suite of APNs above and within a Ponderosa pine forest.5

Here, we report on EC fluxes of PAN, PPN and MPAN. To date, this work represents
the single longest record of direct, speciated APN fluxes measured via the EC method.
Observations indicate downward daytime fluxes with magnitudes similar to those found
in previous studies, although our analysis suggests that factors other than dry depo-
sition contribute significantly to net APN fluxes. We explore the connection between10

above-canopy APN fluxes and intra-canopy processes, including stomatal uptake, ther-
mal decomposition and APN production. All of these contribute to the observed fluxes,
though the magnitude of each varies with meteorological conditions. We also estimate
the importance of APN deposition as a sink for atmospheric NOy and a source of fixed
nitrogen to the biosphere.15

2 Methods

2.1 Research site and campaign

The BEARPEX-2007 research intensive was designed to examine atmospheric chem-
istry at the urban-rural interface, including the chemical evolution of urban plumes and
forest-atmosphere interactions. The campaign was a collaborative effort, with over ten20

institutions measuring a full range of chemical, particulate and meteorological parame-
ters. 1 Observations of APNs were made from 24 August to 8 October 2007 (Julian day

1Cohen, R., Goldstein, A. H., McKay, M., et al.: The Biosphere Effects on Aerosol and
Photochemistry Experiment 2007 (BEARPEX-2007), Atmos. Chem. Phys., in preparation,
2008.
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of year 236 to 281) within and above a Ponderosa pine plantation owned by Sierra Pa-
cific Industries and adjacent to the University of California at Berkeley’s Blodgett Forest
Research Station (BFRS). BFRS is located in the western foothills of the Sierra Nevada
mountains (38◦58′42.9′′ N, 120◦57′57.9′′ W, 1315 m), ∼75 km northeast of Sacramento,
and has been described in detail elsewhere (Goldstein et al., 2000). The site experi-5

ences a Mediterranean climate characterized by hot, dry summers and cool, wet win-
ters, with the transition from dry to wet occurring throughout September. Summertime
winds are consistently westerly to southwesterly during the day and northeasterly to
easterly at night. The canopy is composed mainly of Pinus ponderosa L. planted in
1990, with a few Douglas fir, white fir and incense cedar dispersed throughout. The10

understory is primarily mountain whitethorn (Ceanothus cordulatus) and manzanita
(Arcostaphylos spp.) shrubs with heights up to 2 m. Mean tree height within the day-
time fetch was hc=7.9 m (displacement height d=0.75hc=5.9 m). One-sided leaf area
index (LAI) is estimated at 5.1 m2 m−2 based on a tree survey conducted in early Octo-
ber 2007 and previous surveys of tree and brush leaf area (Xu et al., 2001; Misson et15

al., 2005).
The site contained two sampling towers: the original 15 m walk-up tower, and a new

18 m scaffolding tower located ∼10 m north of the old tower. Inlets for APN measure-
ments were located on the north tower. In our analysis, we employ measurements
of ozone mixing ratios and fluxes (Bauer et al., 2000), vertical temperature gradients,20

water vapor flux and canopy needle temperature made on the south tower. Technical
aspects of the meteorological measurements are described elsewhere (Goldstein et
al., 2000). Other observations used in our analysis include laser-induced fluorescence
measurements of NO2

2 and HO2 (Faloona et al., 2004) taken on, or directly adjacent
to, the north tower. Power was provided by a propane generator situated 125 m north25

of the new tower, perpendicular to our sampling location and the prevailing daytime
wind direction. As in previous campaigns at this site, generator exhaust plumes were

2Farmer, D. K., Cohen, R. C., Perring, A. E., et al.: NOy partitioning and the role of alkyl
nitrates in air quality in the Mexico City area, Atmos. Chem. Phys., in preparation, 2008.
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often detected by other instrumentation (e.g. carbon monoxide monitors) during night-
time when winds were low and variable, but not during the daytime. Visual inspection
of data revealed no effect of the generator exhaust on APN measurements.

2.2 Instrumentation

A sonic anemometer (Campbell CSAT-3) was mounted on the north tower at z=17.7 m5

above the forest floor (z−d=11.9 m) and 2 m out from the tower into the prevailing
daytime wind. The APN flux inlet was mounted 11 cm behind the sonic transducer
heads and aligned horizontally and vertically with the center of the anemometer. Inlets
for APN gradient measurements were also located along the north tower at 5.0 m and
1.5 m. The three sampling lines consisted of one 9.5 mm OD (flux) and two 6.4 mm OD10

(gradients) PFA tubes, each 30 m in length with a 2-micron PTFE inlet filter to remove
dust and insects. Filters were changed every other day for the flux line and every 6 days
for the gradient lines; filter changes did not noticeably affect instrument signal. A scroll
pump maintained a constant flow of ∼24 slpm down the flux line and ∼8 slpm down
each of the gradient lines. The flux line flow was likely turbulent (Reynolds number,15

Re∼3500), thus minimizing inlet damping effects on flux measurements (Lenschow
and Raupach, 1991). APN losses due to thermal decomposition in the inlet lines, with
residence times of ∼2 s, is estimated at <3%.

Speciated APN measurements were obtained via a custom-built thermal dissociation
– chemical ionization mass spectrometer (TD-CIMS) similar to that described by Wolfe20

et al. (2007). Air is sub-sampled at 2.0 slpm from one of the three inlet lines into a 19 cm
length of 1/2′′ OD PFA tubing heated to 180◦C, where APNs thermally dissociate into
NO2 and acyl peroxy radicals (R-1) with >95% efficiency. The pressure drop down
the sampling lines maintains the TD inlet at ∼325 Torr; laboratory tests and model
calculations indicate that this pressure drop does not affect instrument performance.25

The hot sample gas then passes through a critical orifice into an ion-molecule reaction
region held at 60 Torr, where acyl peroxy radicals react with iodide to form carboxylate
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anions (Villalta and Howard, 1996; Slusher et al., 2004):

RC(O)O2+I−·(H2O)n→RC(O)O−·(H2O)n+IO (R2)

Iodide ions are generated by flowing 2.5 slpm UHP nitrogen over a methyl iodide (CH3I,
Acros) permeation tube held at 45–50◦C followed by a 210Po α-particle ionizer (NRD).
After a reaction time of ∼64 ms, the reaction mixture passes through another orifice5

into a collisional dissociation chamber held at 1.3 Torr, where a static electric field of
90 V cm−1 facilitates the breakup of water-ion clusters via collisions with bath gas and
directs ions through a third critical orifice into a differentially-pumped mass spectrome-
try chamber. An RF-only octopole ion guide focuses the ions through a final orifice into
the quadrupole region for mass selection and detection (Extrel).10

The first half of each hour was devoted to flux measurements and the second half
to gradients. While sampling from the flux inlet during minutes 0–26 of each hour,
masses for PAN (m/z=58.7), PPN (m/z=72.7) and MPAN (m/z=84.7) were monitored
at 3.3 Hz. Sonic anemometer measurements of horizontal and vertical wind speeds
(u, v , w) and sonic virtual temperature (Ts, derived from the speed of sound) were15

simultaneously recorded on the same computer. As will be shown below, this sampling
scheme was both long enough and fast enough to sufficiently capture all of the EC
flux. The lower gradient inlets were sampled during minutes 30–43 (5.0 m) and 45–58
(1.5 m). A larger suite of APNs were monitored at 1 Hz on these inlets, including PAN,
PPN, MPAN, APAN (R=CH2CH, m/z=70.7), PBzN (R=C6H5, m/z=120.7), and a set20

of unresolved APNs (UAPN): UAPN1 at m/z=74.7 (R=CH3O or HOCH2) and UAPN2
at m/z=86.7 (R=CH3CH2CH2, (CH3)2CH, CH3C(O), HC(O)CH2 or HOCHCH). The re-
maining portions of the hour were used for calibration and background measurements.
During the last 10 days of the campaign, we monitored the EC flux of UAPN1 and
UAPN2 instead of PPN and MPAN; this data will not be presented here. Full mass25

spectra (30–200 amu) were also acquired periodically to confirm the peak center for
each monitored APN and identify new peaks that may correspond to additional APN
species (Fig. 1).
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2.3 Sensitivity and background determination

Hourly instrument calibrations were achieved by standard addition of ∼220 pptv PAN to
sample air just upstream of the heated inlet. PAN was generated by an acetone-nitric
oxide photolysis source (Warneck and Zerbach, 1992; Wolfe et al., 2007), which has
an efficiency for conversion of NO to PAN of 93±3% as determined by comparison with5

similar PAN sources at the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration’s
Earth System Research Laboratory (NOAA-ESRL) (J. Roberts and F. Flocke, personal
communication) and at the University of Washington, Bothell (E. Fischer, D. Reidmiller,
and D. Jaffe, personal communication). Calibration spans from 0–1 ppbv were also per-
formed periodically during the campaign by addition of PAN to a flow of humidified nitro-10

gen (RH∼50%). Calibration curves were linear throughout the span range but consis-
tently exhibited a non-zero intercept of ∼190 counts s−1, which was subtracted from the
calibration signal before calculation of instrument sensitivity. Sensitivity to PAN during
the measurement period was 4.7±1.5 counts pptv−1 s−1 (mean±1σ). Short-term varia-
tions in sensitivity were associated with temperature fluctuations of the trailer housing15

the instrument. The average variability between adjacent calibrations was less than
10%, indicating that calibrations were sufficiently frequent to capture changes in sen-
sitivity. In CIMS, calibration constants are typically assumed to be similar between
a family of compounds, and previous work has shown this to be true for most APNs
with the exception of MPAN (Slusher et al., 2004). Post-campaign calibrations done at20

NOAA-ESRL confirmed that our TD-CIMS is equally sensitive to PAN, PPN and APAN,
but less sensitive to MPAN by a factor of 4.3. Thus, the PAN sensitivity was applied to
all raw APN signals to yield concentrations, and the MPAN signal was further corrected
for reduced sensitivity.

Backgrounds were determined by addition of 25 ppmv NO to the sample stream,25

which titrates peroxy radicals before ionization. NO additions were done once per hour
for each inlet. As shown in Fig. 1, APN backgrounds were sometimes significant; for
example, the background at m/z=58.7 could be as much as 5–10% of the total PAN
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signal. In contrast, cooling the heated inlet to room temperature (eliminating APN
dissociation) or passing sample gas through a 180◦C stainless steel tube filled with
stainless steel wool (destroying peroxy radicals via wall reactions) gave background
signals approaching those obtained when sampling pure N2 (<15 counts s−1). We favor
the NO-titration method to provide the most accurate estimate of the background due to5

the greater possibility of potential interferences to the APN signals in a VOC-rich forest
environment. Based on sensitivity and background measurements, mean 1-second
detection limits (S/N=2) for PAN, PPN and MPAN are estimated as 6 pptv, 4 pptv and
12 pptv, respectively. Total uncertainties for single-point concentration measurements
are estimated as ±(21%+3 pptv) for PAN and PPN and ±(31%+3 pptv) for MPAN.10

2.4 Eddy covariance

In EC, the vertical flux of a scalar over a surface is given by the covariance of that
scalar, c, with vertical wind velocity, w,

Fc=
1
n

n∑
i=1

(wi − w)(ci − c)= 〈w ′c′〉 (1)

where n is the total number of points in the measurement period and w, c, w ′ and15

c′ are the mean and fluctuating components of the instantaneous measured values wi
and ci . EC is a standard technique for measurement of energy and trace gas exchange
over surfaces, and details on its application may be found elsewhere (e.g. Lee et al.,
2004).

For each 27-min flux measurement period, horizontal and vertical wind vectors were20

despiked and rotated into the natural wind coordinate using a two-step rotation such
that v=w=0 (McMillen, 1988). Despiking was accomplished by first removing the
largest spikes by inspection. Then, a 30-point (∼10 s) running mean and standard de-
viation (σ) was used to remove points outside of a window defined by the mean ±3σ.
This method gave less false spike detections than more sophisticated despiking algo-25

rithms (Højstrup, 1993), and the fraction of despiked points was typically �1%. APN
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mixing ratios were despiked with a similar algorithm (typically <5% of data removed)
and detrended using a 10-min running mean. The selected running mean time window
was sufficiently long to remove advective changes in mean mixing ratios without affect-
ing turbulent fluxes, as the characteristic eddy scales contributing to APN fluxes were
much smaller than 10 min (see Fig. 2b). Lag-correlation plots were calculated for each5

flux period to determine an average lag time between scalar signals and vertical wind
speed, which was then applied to each flux period before calculation of the EC flux via
Eq. (1). Figure 2a shows average lag-correlation plots for PAN′ and T ′

s with w ′. Since
T ′
s and w ′ are measured on the same sensor, their correlation is maximized at a lag of 0

points. The w ′PAN′ correlation is optimized at a lag of 5 points (∼1.5 s), in agreement10

with the calculated 1.9 s inlet tubing residence time minus the 0.4 s electronic delay
in sonic anemometer measurements. The same lag was determined for w ′PPN′ and
w ′MPAN′ correlations. After the lag correction, EC fluxes for PAN, PPN and MPAN
were calculated as per Eq. (1), along with fluxes for momentum, Fmom=

〈
u′w ′〉, and

sensible heat, Fsh=ρcp
〈
w ′T ′

s
〉
, where ρ is air density and cp is the heat capacity of air15

at constant pressure.
Several data quality filters were applied to the derived fluxes. Orientation of the sonic

anemometer relative to mean winds was assessed by inspection of rotation angles
calculated during mapping of wind vectors into the natural wind coordinate. Flux data
was removed when the mean horizontal wind direction fell within the sector where the20

sampling tower or anemometer boom could potentially disturb the airflow. The angle
required to align the vertical wind vector to give a mean vertical wind speed of zero
(the “tilt angle”) was typically <5◦ but could become large at night when turbulence was
low. To minimize the potential errors (Foken and Wichura, 1996; Lee et al., 2004), time
periods with tilt angles >5◦ have been filtered from the data set. EC fluxes were also25

checked for stationarity by dividing each 27-min flux period into five 5.4-min periods,
calculating the EC flux for each smaller period, and comparing the average to the EC
flux for the full 27-min period. If these were not within ±30% of each other (Foken and
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Wichura, 1996),∣∣∣∣∣1 −
〈
w ′c′〉

5.4 min

〈w ′c′〉27 min

∣∣∣∣∣ > 0.3 (2)

the flux was assumed to be non-stationary and removed from the dataset. For APN
fluxes, 95% of daytime data and 74% of nighttime data were stationary under these
criteria. Sensible heat fluxes were 95% (day) and 60% (night) stationary, while mo-5

mentum fluxes were 86% (day) and 54% (night) stationary. The lower percentage of
stationary points at night is due to stable stratification of the nocturnal boundary layer
and low-speed, intermittent nighttime winds. After application of all quality filters to
APN fluxes, 74% of daytime data and 39% of nighttime data remained.

2.5 Spectral analysis10

Instrument configuration and sampling strategies can lead to spectral attenuation of
the covariance, causing underestimation of fluxes. Low-frequency attenuation stems
from insufficiently long sampling times or improper detrending, while high-frequency
attenuation can result from sensor separation, damping of concentration fluctuations
due to diffusion-related “smearing” in inlet lines and limited instrument time response.15

Figure 2b shows the cumulative contribution of all frequency components to the total
fluxes of PAN and Ts (also known as ogive plots), averaged over a single day. Both
ogives closely approach horizontal asymptotes at the ends of the spectrum, indicating
that sampling was both long enough and fast enough to capture the dominant flux-
carrying eddies. The w ′PAN′ ogive decreases more quickly than the w ′T ′

s ogive above20

0.01 Hz, suggesting that either some PAN flux is being lost at these frequencies or the
distribution of flux-carrying eddies is different for these two scalars (see also Fig. 3b).

Sensor separation and inlet dampening errors are estimated by applying transfer
functions to measured cospectra and calculating the corrected covariance (Moore,
1986; Massman, 1991); in both cases, the average PAN flux error is <2%. Flux under-25
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estimates due to instrument time response can be approximated by

Fmeas

Ftrue
=

1

1+2π
(
τc/τw

) (3)

(Horst, 1997). The instrument time constant (τc=0.4 s) is estimated from the TD-
CIMS PAN signal response when switching between measurement modes (i.e. back-
ground to ambient and calibration to ambient). The integral turbulence timescale, τw ,5

is the timescale of dominant flux-carrying eddies and corresponds to the peak in the
frequency-weighted cospectra (see Fig. 3b). For APNs, τw is typically 40 s during the
day and 65 s at night, giving average flux underestimates of 6% and 4%, respectively.
Maximum underestimates during high-turbulence periods (τw ∼20 s) were 12%. Due
to the uncertainty in determining τw for a single 27-min flux period, these corrections10

are not explicitly applied but are included in the total flux uncertainty.
Uncertainties in EC fluxes may also arise from noise in concentration measurements.

The variance in a flux measurement due to instrument noise is given by (Lenschow and
Kristensen, 1985; Ritter et al., 1990)

σ2
inst

∼=
σ2
wσ

2
n∆t
T

(4)15

Here, T is the averaging period (27 min), ∆t is the sampling interval (0.3 s), and the
σ2 variances are for vertical wind speed (w) and instrument noise (n). For the TD-

CIMS, instrument noise is described by the Poisson variance σn
∼=
√
S, where S is the

average signal. Normalization by the instrument sensitivity gives σn in concentration
units. Typical fractional uncertainties in APN fluxes due to instrument noise (σinst/F )20

are ±10–20%. Taking into account the uncertainty in concentration measurements,
spectral attenuation and instrument noise, total uncertainties in hourly EC fluxes are
conservatively estimated as ±40% for PAN and PPN and ±50% for MPAN. Note that
most of the data presented below is averaged over longer timescales, where uncer-
tainty is dominated by atmospheric variability rather than random errors.25
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Analysis of spectra can provide further validation of EC fluxes and insight into the
mechanisms controlling turbulent transport at BFRS. Figure 3a shows representative
cospectra of vertical wind velocity with Ts and PAN. Both w ′PAN′ and w ′T ′

s cospec-
tra decrease linearly throughout the inertial sub-range (above 0.003 Hz), although the

falloff slope, f −5/3, is shallower than the f −7/3 predicted by surface layer theory (Kaimal5

and Finnigan, 1994). Shallow cospectral slopes have been observed previously at
BFRS for different micrometeorological scalar measurements (Farmer et al., 2006) and
may be indicative of complex processes controlling the turbulence structure at this site,
such as wake/waving turbulence production (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994). Positive val-
ues (opposite sign from the net flux) in the high-frequency end of the w ′PAN′ cospec-10

trum may also hint at intricate within-canopy activity. Intra-canopy production of PAN
combined with shear or wake-generated eddies could give rise to an apparent upward
flux at these frequencies, but in Fig. 3a the spectral power in this range is <0.2% of the
total covariance observed at 9.8 m above the canopy top. Frequency-weighted w ′PAN′

cospectra (Fig. 3b) also display significant structure, with two distinct maxima. The15

higher-frequency maximum at 0.03 Hz (normalized frequency n=0.21), collocated with
that of the w ′T ′

s cospectrum, corresponds to an eddy scale of τw∼20–50 s and is likely
dominated by shear and thermal eddies. The lower-frequency maximum at 0.006 Hz
(n=0.04) might result from periodic sweep-ejection events, as the timescale (τw ∼100–
200 s) is consistent with previous observations of such behavior at BFRS (Holzinger et20

al., 2005). Falloff in the high-frequency end is faster for w ′PAN′ cospectra than w ′T ′
s

cospectra, as observed in previous measurements of PAN EC fluxes (Turnipseed et al.,
2006). Since our calculations suggest that spectral attenuation has little effect on EC
fluxes, we suspect that this steeper falloff is a real characteristic of APN fluxes, though
a more detailed analysis is outside the scope of the current work.25
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3 Results

3.1 Concentrations

Figure 4a shows the full time series of PAN mixing ratios measured at 17.7 m, and
Fig. 5a shows the average diurnal cycles of PAN, PPN and MPAN. Advection and
photochemistry gives rise to a regular diurnal cycle that peaks around hours 14–15, a5

few hours prior to the arrival of the Sacramento urban plume (Dillon et al., 2002). This
pattern is consistent with previous TD-LIF measurements of total peroxynitrates (ΣPNs)
at BFRS, but summer 2007 mixing ratios of ΣPNs and of PAN+PPN+MPAN are ∼30%
lower than ΣPNs measured in previous years (Murphy et al., 2007; Farmer and Cohen,
2008), consistent with lower average temperatures in summer 2007 (Day et al., 2008).10

With maximum daytime air temperatures approaching 30◦C (Fig. 4d), PAN mixing ratios
decreased to <50 pptv during the first 12 days of observations. The sustained period
of higher temperatures likely reduced PAN in background air and decreased its lifetime
in the urban plume. PAN mixing ratios increase rapidly after day 247 (4 September)
due to both a drop in temperature and the arrival of a large biomass burning plume15

from the nearby Moonlight fire (California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection,
2008). Another notable event is the first period of rain (Fig. 4d) on days 263, 265 and
266 (20, 22 and 23 September), followed by an increased nighttime PAN minimum over
the next few days.

Mixing ratios of PPN and MPAN display qualitatively similar patterns to that of PAN,20

with concentrations that are typically ten times lower than PAN (see Fig. 5a and Ta-
ble 1). As the precursors of these compounds are more specific than those of PAN,
they do occasionally exhibit unique behavior; for example, the sudden temperature
drop of ∼9◦C between days 255 and 256 (12–13 September) is followed by a 50%
decrease in MPAN that is less noticeable in PAN and absent in PPN (data not shown).25

Concentrations of biogenic VOCs, including the methacrolein precursor isoprene, also
decline substantially after the temperature drop (J. Gilman and J. de Gouw, personal
communication). Average PPN/PAN and MPAN/PAN ratios were 0.09 and 0.07, re-
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spectively.

3.2 Fluxes

To interpret EC fluxes, it is necessary to account for all terms in the full mass balance
equation, given by

F+S=P+L+E+D+T (5)5

On the left-hand side, F is the EC flux (i.e. turbulent transport) and S is the “stor-
age” of a chemical below the measurement height, while the terms on the right-hand
side represent vertically-integrated chemical production (P ), chemical loss (L), surface
emission (E ), surface deposition (D) and horizontal transport (T ). Under the assump-
tion that we are sampling “similar” air masses over the course of the flux measurement10

period (a fair assumption for a remote ground site with no local sources), horizontal
transport is negligible. For APNs, emission from surfaces is also insignificant. Storage,
however, can be a significant fraction of the total mass balance, especially in developed
tree canopies where vertical mixing is hampered by foliage or when the amplitude of
the mixing ratio diel cycle is large relative to its mean value (Rummel et al., 2007). We15

choose to account for the storage term at the outset of our analysis, as we wish to focus
only on the part of the turbulent flux that is due to physical and chemical processes.
The storage term, defined as the time rate of change of the mixing ratio vertical profile,
for PAN is

S=
∂
∂t

z∫
0

[PAN] (z)dz (6)20

We evaluate this term for each hour of the measurement period using measured pro-
files of PAN, PPN and MPAN and add it to the EC flux to yield the storage-corrected
flux. Compared to the EC flux, the storage term is typically <25% for PAN, <10% for
PPN and <5% for MPAN. Diel cycles are qualitatively similar for all APN storage terms,
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with positive values throughout the morning and early afternoon and negative values at
night (Fig. 5b). Hereafter, all reported fluxes are storage-corrected, unless otherwise
noted. For convenience, we report fluxes in units of pptv m s−1; for depositional units,
the conversion 1 pptv m s−1=0.13 µmol m−2 h−1=0.49 ng N m−2 s−1 should be used.

EC fluxes of PAN, PPN and MPAN measured at BFRS (Figs. 4b and 5b) are primarily5

downward throughout the measurement period, indicating the dominance of loss pro-
cesses within the canopy. Maximum daily PAN fluxes scale with concentration (com-
pare Fig. 4a and b), but other factors also influence APN fluxes, as evidenced by the
different shape of diurnal cycles of APN concentrations and fluxes (Fig. 5a–b). Typical
midday PAN fluxes range from −1 to −4 pptv m s−1, while PPN and MPAN fluxes are10

50–80% lower, consistent with their lower mixing ratios (Table 1). All fluxes decrease
in magnitude at night, likely due to both reduced turbulent mixing (typical friction ve-
locities, u∗, are ∼0.5 m s−1 during the day and <0.15 m s−1 at night) and a decrease in
canopy sinks, e.g. deposition or chemical loss. The storage-corrected PAN flux does
not reach zero at night but maintains an average value of −0.15 pptv m s−1, suggest-15

ing that within-canopy losses, while diminished, are persistent throughout the night.
Fluxes could not be calculated during periods of precipitation due to malfunctioning
of the sonic anemometer. Other gaps in the flux time series result mainly from the
implementation of quality control criteria as described in Sect. 2.4.

By normalizing EC fluxes to concentrations, we obtain a more direct measure of20

the influence of environmental and ecological parameters on surface exchange. This
quantity, known as the exchange velocity,

Vex=F/C (7)

where C is the mean concentration over the flux measurement period, is the key param-
eter incorporated into models of atmospheric deposition (Wesely, 1989; Wesely and25

Hicks, 2000). The deposition velocity, Vdep, is −Vex. PAN exchange velocities, shown in
Fig. 4c, are less variable than fluxes over the course of the campaign, although some
seasonality is evident. Maximum Vex(PAN) is typically −0.8 to −1.0 cm s−1 during the
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first 12 days but drops to ∼50% of this range for the remainder of the measurement
period; PPN and MPAN Vex exhibit qualitatively similar decreases. Diurnal profiles of
exchange velocities (Fig. 5c) are qualitatively similar to the flux profiles, highlighting
that the magnitude of APN surface exchange, at least over the course of a single day,
is not significantly influenced by the 100% increase in mixing ratio from early morning5

to late afternoon.
Unexpectedly, the diurnal maximum Vex(PPN) is roughly double that of PAN and

MPAN when averaged over the entire campaign (Table 1). Examination of the full time
series (not shown) reveals that this relative enhancement in Vex(PPN) is only present
before the steep temperature drop on day 256 (13 September), after which Vex(PPN)10

is comparable to Vex(PAN). This pattern is not observed in the ratio of Vex(MPAN) to
Vex(PAN), which remains similar across the seasonal transition. Figure 6 illustrates that
Vex(PPN) is most enhanced over Vex(PAN) when temperatures and MPAN/PAN ratios
are high, and when PPN/PAN is low, suggesting a correlation with BVOC-dominated
photochemistry3.15

4 Analysis and discussion

Many factors can influence the net flux of APNs over a forest (Eq. 5), and it is nec-
essary to evaluate each of these contributions individually. After a comparison of our
results with previous studies of APN surface exchange, we proceed with a detailed
assessment of the contribution of stomatal uptake, gradients in thermal decomposition20

loss rates and intra-canopy production to the net observed APN fluxes. All of these
processes play an important role in determining the net APN exchange between the
forest and the mixed layer, but the relative magnitude of each varies with season. We

3LaFranchi, B. W., Wolfe, G. M., Thornton, J. A., et al.: Observations of acyl peroxy ni-
trates (PAN, PPN, and MPAN) during BEARPEX 2007: Constraints on temperature dependent
sources of peroxy acetyl and hydroxyl (OH) radicals, Atmos. Chem. Phys., in preparation,
2008.
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end with a discussion of the consequences of APN deposition for reactive nitrogen loss
from the atmosphere and N addition to the biosphere.

4.1 Comparison with previous work

Virtually all previous studies of PAN surface exchange point towards uptake by plants,
although the type of vegetation and environmental conditions can greatly influence5

the efficiency of deposition. Uptake by grasses appears to be relatively inefficient,
with Vex on the order of −0.1 to −0.3 cm s−1 (Garland and Penkett, 1976; Dollard et
al., 1990; Doskey et al., 2004). Studies on herbaceous species (e.g. crops) show
higher rates of PAN deposition, but the range (0 to −0.7 cm s−1) is more variable across
species (Hill, 1971; Okano et al., 1990; Schrimpf et al., 1996; Sparks et al., 2003).10

PAN deposition over deciduous and coniferous trees is typically the most efficient, with
Vex<−0.5 cm s−1, in agreement with our results (Shepson et al., 1992; Sparks et al.,
2003; Turnipseed et al., 2006; Farmer and Cohen, 2008). Laboratory studies have
demonstrated a strong dependence of PAN uptake on light that alludes to the role of
stomatal transport (Okano et al., 1990; Sparks et al., 2003). Observations of non-zero15

uptake at night, however, imply deposition also occurring on other surfaces, such as
leaf cuticles, tree boles, soil or ground litter (Shepson et al., 1992; Schrimpf et al., 1996;
McFadyen and Cape, 1999; Turnipseed et al., 2006). Our EC measurements reveal
small but persistent nighttime deposition of APNs, with typical nightime Vex(PAN) of 0
to −0.2 cm s−1. These values are consistent with, but slower than, previous nighttime20

PAN flux measurements, such as the −0.2 to −0.6 cm s−1 observed by Turnipseed et
al. (2006) with an analogous EC/TD-CIMS system over a Loblolly pine plantation or
the −0.54 cm s−1 derived from indirect techniques (Shepson et al., 1992; Schrimpf et
al., 1996). Interestingly, downward nighttime PAN fluxes are significantly different from
zero only after correction for storage (see Fig. 5b). While the quality control procedure25

should remove any spurious fluxes, EC can become unreliable at night under low-
turbulence conditions; thus on nights when PAN mixing ratios decayed exponentially,
we performed a pseudo-first order loss analysis (Shepson et al., 1992) as a check
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on our EC measurements. Assuming a nocturnal boundary layer height of 100 m, we
estimate average nighttime Vex(PAN) of −0.05 to −0.2 cm s−1, in agreement with our
EC values. While deposition is likely the dominant nighttime APN sink at BFRS, it
appears to be slower than in other locations.

Only two prior studies report direct measurements of APN surface exchange via eddy5

covariance. Farmer and Cohen (2008) measured fluxes of speciated NOy, including
sum peroxy nitrates (ΣPNs), from June 2004 to June 2005 at BFRS. For comparison
purposes, we assume that acyl peroxy nitrates measured by our TD-CIMS comprise
the majority of the ΣPNs measured by Farmer and Cohen (2008). Their wintertime
measurements show downward Vex comparable to our late summer measurements,10

but they observe an efflux of ΣPNs with noontime Vex∼=+0.7 cm s−1 during the summer.
This outward flux is accompanied by simultaneous upward HNO3 fluxes, which they
attribute to high photochemical production rates below the sensor height due to ele-
vated OH levels ([OH]∼107 molecules cm−3) within the canopy. These measurements,
while different, are not irreconcilable with our net downward APN fluxes from sum-15

mer 2007. As noted in Sect. 3.1, available data indicate significant changes between
summer 2007 and previous years at BFRS. Cooler temperatures in 2007 could lead
to reduced biogenic emissions and thus less photochemical APN production through-
out the forest, as evidenced by our observation of 30% lower APN concentrations and
15% less ozone relative to previous years. The canopy structure is also more mature20

in the current study, with denser foliage and more exposed plant surfaces that may
enhance deposition and hinder escape of reactive species from the canopy airspace.
Dissimilarities in experimental design may also be a factor, such as different measure-
ment heights (14.3 m vs. 17.7 m). Although both measurements were taken within the
“constant flux layer” above the canopy (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994), the assumption of25

constant flux is only strictly valid for conserved quantities (i.e. heat and water vapor)
and not necessarily true for reactive chemical species like APNs. A detailed compar-
ison of our spectra with those of Farmer et al. (2006) and Farmer and Cohen (2008),
although outside the scope of the current work, might afford more insight on this issue,
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as would future simultaneous measurements of fluxes at multiple heights.
Turnipseed et al. (2006) used EC/TD-CIMS to measure speciated APN fluxes above

a North Carolina Loblolly pine forest for 12 days in July 2003. They report downward
fluxes of PAN, PPN and MPAN that maximize at midday with a diurnal profile that
is qualitatively similar to ours. Their measurements show comparable deposition ve-5

locities for all three APNs, in contrast to our observations of significantly larger PPN
deposition velocities at BFRS during late August and early September. Although their
PPN and MPAN deposition velocities are more variable than ours, a genuine difference
in the factors controlling APN exchange may exist between these two sites. Turnipseed
et al. (2006) also observe slight enhancements in Vex(PAN) when canopy elements are10

wet due to rain or dew formation; unfortunately, instrumental issues during wet periods
prevent us from exploring such effects in the current data set.

To provide a gauge for the magnitude of APN flux at BFRS, we may compare
Vex(PAN) with the exchange velocity of ozone (O3), also measured during BEARPEX.
Mean ratios of Vex(O3)/Vex(PAN) are ∼0.8 during the day and ∼2 at night, consis-15

tent with previous observations and estimates (Hill, 1971; Garland and Penkett, 1976;
Shepson et al., 1992; McFadyen and Cape, 1999; Doskey et al., 2004; Turnipseed
et al., 2006). Caution must be exercised when interpreting such comparisons, as the
mechanisms driving above-canopy fluxes of APNs and O3 could be quite different.
Previous work at BFRS has shown that downward O3 fluxes derive from both deposi-20

tion and chemical reactions with BVOC emissions, with the latter being the dominant
in-canopy O3 sink during the summer (Kurpius and Goldstein, 2003; Goldstein et al.,
2004). As we will show, chemical processes can also strongly influence APN fluxes.

4.2 Resistance model

The diurnal shape of APN fluxes (Fig. 5b–c) suggests a connection to sunlight-25

mediated processes. Many factors could contribute to such a profile, including turbu-
lence intensity, air temperature, stomatal activity, biogenic emissions and photochem-
istry. To explore the mechanisms controlling APN surface exchange, we employ a re-
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sistance model analysis as applied by Turnipseed et al. (2006); this approach is based
on the widely accepted parameterization of surface deposition in chemistry-transport
models (Wesely, 1989; Wesely and Hicks, 2000). Physical transfer of a molecule from
the atmosphere to the surface is assumed to occur through a series of barriers, each
with a characteristic resistance. The total transfer resistance, R, is defined as the5

negative inverse of the measured exchange velocity:

R = −1/Vex=Ra+Rb+Rc (8)

The aerodynamic resistance, Ra, is related to turbulent transport of a molecule from
the mixed layer to the surface and can be parameterized as

Ra =
U(z)

u2
∗

−
ΨH (ζ ) −ΨM (ζ )

ku∗
(9)10

where U(z) is the average wind speed at height (z−d ), u∗=
∣∣〈u′w ′〉∣∣1/2

is the fric-
tion velocity, k ∼0.4 is von Karman’s constant, ζ=(z−d )/L is the stability parameter,
L=−u3

∗ T s/kg
〈
w ′T ′

s
〉

is the Obukhov length, and ΨH (ζ ) and ΨM (ζ ) are the integrated
stability corrections for sensible heat and momentum, respectively (Dyer, 1974; Arya,
1988). The laminar sublayer resistance, Rb, is associated with molecular diffusion15

through the thin viscous layer surrounding individual surface elements (e.g. pine nee-
dles) and can be estimated by

Rb =
ν

Dxu∗

[
100lu∗

(LAI)2 ν

]1/3

(10)

In Eq. (10), ν=1.7×10−5 m2 s−1 is the pressure-corrected kinematic viscosity of air, Dx

is the pressure-corrected diffusion coefficient (DPAN=1.0×10−5 m2 s−1 (Wesely, 1989)),20

LAI=5.1 m2 m−2 is the leaf area index for BFRS, and l=0.001 m is the “characteristic
length scale” of the canopy surface elements, roughly the thickness of a pine needle
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(Jensen and Hummelshøj, 1995, 1997). Rc, the surface resistance, is calculated by
subtracting the contribution from Ra and Rb from the observed total resistance, i.e.
Rc=R−(Ra+Rb). For vegetative systems, Rc can be further divided into stomatal and
non-stomatal surface components that act in parallel:

1
Rc

=
1
Rst

+
1
Rns

(11)5

The non-stomatal component, Rns, includes contributions from uptake to other surfaces
(e.g. leaf cuticles, bark, soil) as well as turbulent transfer to the lower canopy and
ground (Wesely, 1989). This model assumes that downward fluxes are purely the result
of surface deposition. We disregard the potential confounding influence of upward
chemical fluxes in the following analysis, with the admission that the observed PAN10

exchange velocity may be a lower limit to the actual deposition rate (see Sect. 4.6).
The analysis will focus on PAN fluxes, as these constitute ∼80% of the total APN flux.

Both Ra and Rb exhibit a strong diurnal cycle with minimum values during the day,
due largely to their inverse dependence on u∗. Average summer midday Ra and
Rb(PAN) at BFRS are ∼6 s m−1 and 14 s m−1, respectively, consistent with previous es-15

timates for coniferous forests (Jensen and Hummelshøj, 1995; Pilegaard et al., 1995;
Sievering et al., 2001; Pryor and Klemm, 2004; Turnipseed et al., 2006). The quan-
tity Ra+Rb represents the minimum resistance against surface loss, i.e. if Rc=0, then
every collision with the surface is a loss of the gas-phase molecule. Similarly, the max-
imum possible deposition velocity is given by Vmax=(Ra+Rb)−1. For the current study,20

Ra+Rb is <15% of R, which is typically 100 to 400 s m−1 during the day, and daytime
Vmax is typically 2–5 cm s−1 for PAN. Transfer of APNs into the canopy is thus limited
not by turbulent or molecular diffusion, but by actual uptake to the surface and/or other
physicochemical processes.
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4.3 Stomatal contribution to APN fluxes

Uptake of APNs by plant stomata represents a direct pathway for transfer of at-
mospheric nitrogen to the biosphere, and laboratory studies have suggested that
this pathway is the dominant depositional sink for PAN over vegetative surfaces
(Okano et al., 1990; Sparks et al., 2003). The contribution of stomatal activity5

to the surface resistance may be estimated by calculating the resistance against
transfer of water across the stomata and correcting for slower diffusion of PAN,

i.e. Rst(P AN)=
(
DH2O/DPAN

)
Rst(H2O), where DH2O=2.27×10−5 m2 s−1 (Monteith and

Unsworth, 1990) and DPAN=0.89×10−5 m2 s−1 (Wesely, 1989). Stomatal resistance
was computed using both the Penman-Monteith equation (Monteith and Unsworth,10

1990) and the leaf boundary water vapor gradient approach (Thom, 1975), both of
which rely on measurements of canopy-scale water vapor fluxes. Both methods yield
comparable results, in agreement with recent work that has shown the two to be math-
ematically equivalent (Gerosa et al., 2007). Given the dry summer conditions at BFRS,
we assume that the above-canopy water vapor flux is primarily due to evapotranspira-15

tion from vegetation, except for periods during or after precipitation events (see Fig. 4d).
The latter have been removed from the dataset before calculation of stomatal fluxes,
along with early morning data where dew may have formed on surfaces. As the surface
resistances add in parallel (Eq. 11), it is more appropriate to compare the conductances
(e.g. gst≡1/Rst).20

Figure 7 compares the mean diurnal cycle of the stomatal conductance, gst, with
that of the total surface conductance (gc) as estimated from Eqs. (8)–(10). Stomatal
conductance peaks in the mid-morning hours and drops steadily throughout the day,
consistent with estimates from other studies of water-stressed canopies (Jensen and
Hummelshøj, 1995; Gerosa et al., 2007), and the magnitude is comparable to what has25

been observed in previous years at BFRS (Kurpius et al., 2003). Stomatal uptake can
account for ∼29% of the daytime PAN surface conductance on average, though a plot of
gst(PAN) against gc(PAN) (Fig. 8) reveals that the ratio of gst/gc can range from ∼1 to
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<0.1. Turnipseed et al. (2006) observed similar behavior (compare our Fig. 8 with their
Fig. 9) and surmised that the extra conductance derived from uptake to other surfaces,
particularly plant cuticles. Earlier theoretical work by Doskey et al. (2004) indicates that
cuticular uptake of PAN should be minimal, although it is conceivable that PAN thermal
decomposition followed by reaction of peroxyacetyl radical (PA≡H3CC(O)O2) with the5

surface could be significantly faster than direct uptake of PAN.

4.4 Thermochemical gradient fluxes

Figure 8 demonstrates that higher values of gc(PAN) are associated with increased
temperatures, suggesting that thermal decomposition may play a role in the loss of
APNs to the canopy. At least two mechanisms could contribute to this dependence,10

including

1. vertical gradients in thermal decomposition loss rates and

2. faster deposition of PA relative to PAN.

The lifetime of PAN with respect to thermal decomposition is ultimately determined by
its thermal dissociation rate and the fate of the PA radical:15

PAN→PA+NO2 (R-1)

PA+NO2→PAN (R1)

PA+NO→NO2+products (R3)

PA+XO2→products (R4)

In (R4), XO2 ≡HO2+RO2, where RO2 represent organic peroxy radicals. Losses of20

PAN via photolysis or reaction with OH are negligible relative to thermal decomposition
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at altitudes below 7 km (Talukdar et al., 1995). The steady state PA mixing ratio from
the above reactions is given by

[PA]=
k−1[PAN]

k1[NO2]+k3[NO]+k4[XO2]
(12)

where ki is the rate constant for reaction i . Mixing ratios of PAN, NO2 and HO2 were
measured during BEARPEX. Using these with measured ozone and NO2 photolysis5

rates estimated from the TUV Radiation Model (NCAR, 2008), NO can be calculated
from the steady state equation

[NO]=
jNO2

[NO2]

kO3+NO[O3]+kXO2+NO[XO2]
(13)

Vertical temperature profiles measured during BEARPEX reveal large thermal gradi-
ents throughout the canopy due to strong surface heating (note that the BFRS canopy10

is young and fairly open). As suggested by Doskey et al. (2004), enhanced thermal
decomposition (TD) near the surface could lead to a gradient in PAN concentrations
and thus a downward flux of PAN. The flux due to this thermochemical gradient, Ftg,
can be calculated from the vertical profile of PAN and its thermal decomposition rate
(Doskey et al., 2004):15

Ftg = −
z∫

z0

[PAN](z)

τtd (z)
dz (14)

Here, τtd is the pseudo-first order lifetime of PAN with respect to TD as derived from
(R-1), (R1) and Eq. (12):

τtd =
1
k−1

 1

1 + k3[NO]
k1[NO2] +

k4[XO2]
k1[NO2]

− 1

−1

(15)
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The vertical profile of τtd is dependent on gradients of temperature, [NO]/[NO2] and
[XO2]/[NO2]; for this calculation, we assume the latter two ratios are constant with
height. Although this is likely not the case in the real atmosphere, it is a fair approxima-
tion when considering the opposing affects of within-canopy processes, e.g. attenuated
radiation and increased XO2 radicals within the canopy will compete with soil NO emis-5

sions to determine the [NO]/[NO2] profile. Moreover, sensitivity tests indicate that the
temperature gradient is the primary factor controlling Ftg. Equation (14) was evaluated
numerically from z0=1.5 m to z=17.7 m for each hour of the flux measurement period
using vertical profiles of PAN (measurements at 1.5 m, 5.0 m and 17.7 m) and temper-
ature (measurements at 3.0 m, 4.9 m, 8.75 m and 12.5 m), single-height observations10

of [HO2] (∼[XO2]/2 (Mihelcic et al., 2003)) and [NO2] (measurement heights 5–7 m),
and [NO]/[NO2] estimated from Eq. (13). Average midday [NO]/[NO2] is ∼0.27, consis-
tent with previous estimates for BFRS (Kurpius and Goldstein, 2003). To compensate
for poor dataset overlap, [HO2] and [NO2] were averaged to a diurnal time base and
used to “gap fill” times when these measurements were missing from the full data15

set. Note that we do not account here for attenuated diffusion and mixing within the
canopy, though this effect should be minor as measured midday vertical wind profiles
are log-linear throughout the canopy, suggesting that surface winds easily penetrate to
the forest floor. Due to a lack of measurements, we also do not consider TD between
1.5 m and the ground, which could result in an underestimation of the thermochemical20

gradient flux as this region is likely warmer and contains higher NO mixing ratios than
the upper canopy airspace.

Figure 7 shows the diurnal average of the effective thermochemical gradient con-
ductance (gtg=−Ftg/CPAN).Comparison between gtg and gc, while not strictly correct,
is admissible since typically Rc�(Ra+Rb). The thermochemical gradient conductance25

exhibits the expected diurnal shape with an average maximum of ∼0.2 cm s−1, slightly
higher than the stomatal conductance. Depending on temperature, Ftg can account
for 30–65% of the net flux (see Fig. 9). This differs from the results of Turnipseed et
al. (2006), who argue that the timescale of thermal decomposition (τtd ) is too slow
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compared to the turbulent diffusion timescale (τw ) to generate a perceivable chemical
gradient (and thus a flux). We propose that it is not the average PAN loss rate, but
rather the difference in loss rates between the surface and aloft, that should be con-
sidered. For example, with a typical mid-day temperature difference of 3.3◦C between
1.5 m and 17.7 m, [NO]/[NO2] ∼0.27 and [XO2]/[NO2] ∼0.15, the PAN loss rate (1/τtd )5

at 1.5 m is ∼1.7 times faster than at 17.7 m. A median PAN mixing ratio of 391 pptv
and an integration time of 40–200 s (typical canopy residence times at BFRS, see
Sect. 2.5) will yield a concentration difference of 1–3 pptv, enough to influence the ob-
served fluxes. Enhanced TD of PAN in the forest also represents an in-canopy source
of NO2, which would presumably affect the vertical NO2 flux. With a typical midday10

summer 2005 NO2 concentration of 300 pptv (Farmer and Cohen, 2008), an exchange
velocity that is equal but opposite in sign to gtg(PAN) would give rise to an NO2 flux

of +0.6 pptv m s−1, which is ∼10% of the net upward NO2 flux measured at BFRS in
previous years (Farmer and Cohen, 2008).

Surface deposition of PA generated via (R-1) would be perceived as a downward15

flux of PAN. Increasing temperatures will shift the equilibrium of (R1, R-1) towards
PA and NO2, and a sufficiently fast flux of PA could induce a perceived temper-
ature dependence on the surface conductance of PAN. For median noontime mix-
ing ratios of [PAN]=391 pptv, [NO2]=347 pptv, [XO2]=44 pptv and [NO]=94 pptv, we
estimate [PA] ∼1 pptv from Eq. (12). The maximum deposition rate for PA, given20

by Vmax=(Ra+Rb(PA))−1, is ∼4.7 cm s−1 at noon, yielding a maximum PA flux of
∼0.05 pptv m s−1. At best, PA deposition is <5% of total PAN flux at 17.7 m and thus
cannot explain the temperature dependence of gc.

Our analysis implies that a considerable fraction of the downward PAN flux observed
over the forest is not due to deposition and thus is not a direct pathway for atmosphere-25

biosphere nitrogen exchange. The sum of downward fluxes from stomatal uptake and
thermal decomposition can account at most for 85–90% of the net PAN flux (see Fig. 9),
leaving a small portion of “unidentified” or residual flux (grs=gc−(gst+gtg), see Fig. 7).
As suggested by previous studies, this flux may be due to non-stomatal uptake to
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other surfaces, including leaf cuticles, tree boles and branches, soil, and ground litter
(Shepson et al., 1992; Turnipseed et al., 2006). Indeed, uptake to these surfaces
would be consistent with the observation of non-zero PAN conductance at night, when
stomata are closed and thermochemical gradients are negligibly small owing to low
[NO]/[NO2] and [XO2]/[NO2] (see Eq. 15). Note that grs could be substantially larger5

during the first half of the campaign if there is a gradient in PAN production that masks
the gross downward flux with an upward chemical flux, as discussed in Sect. 4.6.

4.5 Seasonality of net APN fluxes

Falling temperatures on day 256 (13 September, Fig. 4d) brought noticeable changes
in the processes controlling chemical composition over the forest, providing an oppor-10

tunity to examine the influence of the summer – fall transition on APN fluxes. Figure 9
shows mean midday (hours 10–14) net PAN fluxes for both warm (before day 256) and
cool (after day 256) periods, further divided into stomatal, thermochemical gradient
and residual flux components. Stomatal flux is calculated by multiplying the stomatal
conductance for each hour by the PAN mixing ratio for that hour. The residual flux15

is the difference between the stomatal and thermochemical gradient components and
the net observed flux. Net midday PAN flux slows by ∼25% between the warm and
cool periods despite a 30% increase in PAN mixing ratios, and the relative importance
of individual flux components shifts markedly. The thermochemical gradient flux de-
creases by almost a factor of three between the warm and cool periods even though20

daytime temperature gradients of ∼0.2◦C m−1 were typical throughout the entire mea-
surement period, highlighting that Ftg is determined by both the vertical temperature
gradient and the absolute temperature. Stomatal conductance increases by 33% with
the onset of wetter conditions as previously observed at BFRS (Kurpius et al., 2003),
becoming the dominant contributor to downward PAN flux during the cool period. Both25

the absolute value (−0.2 pptv m s−1) and the fraction (12–15%) of residual flux remain
fairly constant between the two periods, consistent with the supposition that this flux
represents dry deposition to non-stomatal surfaces. If, however, an upward chemical
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flux masks a larger gross downward flux of PAN as we speculate below, the surface
removal process may remain largely unidentified.

4.6 Differences in PAN, MPAN, and PPN exchange velocities

The observation that the midday deposition velocity of PPN is 3 times that of PAN and
MPAN during the warm period (Table 1 and Fig. 6) suggests that either5

1. there is an in-canopy loss process that acts preferentially on PPN and cannot be
explained by stomatal uptake or thermal decomposition, or

2. the net downward fluxes of PAN and MPAN are less negative due to an outward
flux that is non-existent or smaller for PPN.

The former explanation seems less likely, as we expect depositional and chemical10

losses (i.e. thermal decomposition) of APNs to be similar since their physical and chem-
ical properties are comparable (Roberts and Bertman, 1992; Grosjean et al., 1994a, b;
Kames and Schurath, 1995), excepting the relatively fast MPAN+OH reaction (Orlando
et al., 2002). The net flux of a reactive species above a forest can be represented as
the sum of fluxes from a number of processes that vary with height, including depo-15

sition, chemical production and chemical loss (Eq. 5). Enhanced chemical production
of PAN and MPAN within the canopy due to higher concentrations of OH and/or bio-
genic VOC (BVOC), as suggested by Farmer and Cohen (2008), could add a positive
component to the net observed flux of these species. Chemical fluxes due to APN
production should be driven by the product of vertical concentration profiles of OH and20

VOC precursors (e.g. acetaldehyde, methacrolein, propanal, etc.). The precursors of
PPN are primarily anthropogenic and thus should not be enhanced in the canopy.

Under this assumption, we estimate the upward and downward components of the
fluxes of PAN and MPAN using median midday (hours 10–14) values for mixing ratios
and fluxes measured before day 256; Table 2 summarizes these calculations. If the25

upward flux of PPN is negligible, then the PPN Vex of −1.3 cm s−1 represents the max-
imum possible downward velocity for APN loss to the canopy. Multiplying by PAN and
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MPAN mixing ratios gives gross downward fluxes of −3.9 and −0.4 pptv m s−1, respec-
tively. Balancing the flux budget with the net observed fluxes then requires upward
PAN and MPAN fluxes of +2.8 and +0.2 pptv m s−1. In comparison with the results of
Farmer and Cohen (2008), also shown in Table 2, the downward component of our ex-
change velocity (−1.3 cm s−1) is close to their −1.1 cm s−1. Their downward Vex is likely5

a lower limit, as it is estimated by scaling their wintertime ΣPN Vex by the ratio of sum-
mer to winter friction velocities and thus does not account for enhanced summertime
processes like thermochemical gradient fluxes. Our upward component (+0.8 cm s−1)
is about a factor of two smaller than theirs (+1.8 cm s−1), in line with the supposition
that dissimilarities in the net observed fluxes at BFRS between the summers of 200410

and 2007 are a consequence of differences in photochemical conditions.
In our earlier discussion, we required an unidentified sink that was 12% of the net

flux during the warm period to balance the net PAN flux budget (i.e. assuming zero
upward flux). If, however, an upward chemical flux masks a gross downward PAN flux of
−3.9 pptv m s−1 during the warm period (Table 2) then our current estimates of stomatal15

uptake and thermal decomposition would only be able to explain ∼38% of the actual
downward flux, leaving 62% unidentified. Moreover, the strength of this unidentified
sink must decrease strongly across the transition from the warm to cool period (see
Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 6). An underestimate in Ftg could potentially explain some of
the missing gross downward flux. The thermochemical gradient flux naturally exhibits20

a strong seasonal dependence (Fig. 9), and as noted in Sect. 4.4, the magnitude of
our estimated Ftg is likely a lower limit since temperatures and [NO]/[NO2] may be
higher near the ground than at the lowest temperature measurement height (3.0 m). For
example, we can explain ∼90% of the gross downward PAN flux with thermochemical
gradients if we assume that air temperature increases by 20◦C and [NO]/[NO2] doubles25

between 3.0 m and 0.01 m above the surface. This would also imply a thermochemical
NO2 gradient flux of +3 pptv m s−1 – almost half of the net upward NO2 flux observed by
Farmer and Cohen (2008), but only ∼11% of the 27 pptv m s−1 they require to balance
the NOy flux budget.
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The decreased strength of this unidentified sink during the cool period must also
be accompanied by a decrease in the upward chemical flux of PAN and MPAN to
reconcile the relatively small changes in their Vex between the warm and cool peri-
ods. Figure 6 shows that the ratio Vex(PPN)/Vex(PAN) approaches 1 with decreas-
ing MPAN/PAN and increasing PPN/PAN, marking a shift away from BVOC-dominated5

photochemistry. Mixing ratios of speciated BVOC and their oxidation products – pre-
cursors for PAN and MPAN – decreased by 65–90% between the warm and cool period
(J. Gilman and J. de Gouw, personal communication) owing to temperature-dependent
emissions and oxidation chemistry (Schade et al., 1999; Day et al., 2008). A number
of parameters are influenced by the sharp temperature shift on day 256, making it diffi-10

cult to pinpoint a causal relationship for variations in Vex(PPN)/Vex(PAN). Nevertheless,
these results support our hypothesis that local intra-canopy BVOC chemistry causes
an upward component to the fluxes of PAN and MPAN, which in turn lowers their Vex
relative to that of PPN.

If an upward chemical flux is not present, then stomatal uptake and thermochemical15

gradients are able to account for almost all of the observed PAN flux, but we are left
without a viable explanation for the large PPN Vex observed during the warm period.
Thus, our interpretation of the depositional contribution to APN fluxes is dependent on
the magnitude of the chemical production term in the mass balance equation (Eq. 5).
Ideally, the APN production term could be calculated directly from measured vertical20

profiles of HOx (≡OH+HO2+RO2), NOx, APNs and VOC precursors; however, these
observations are not available in the current dataset, and we are not able to definitively
conclude on this matter. Regardless, our analysis supports the notion of within-canopy
APN production and suggests complex vertical structure of atmospheric chemistry and
composition within the forest.25

4.7 APN deposition as an atmospheric NOy sink and a biospheric fixed N source

Under colder conditions, deposition could begin to compete with thermal decomposi-
tion as a sink for APNs (McFadyen and Cape, 1999; Turnipseed et al., 2006). The total
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daily losses of PAN due to deposition and thermal decomposition are given by

Ldep=−
∫
24h

FPAN

hBL
dt (16)

Lchem=
∫
24h

ktd [PAN]dt (17)

where ktd=1/τtd (Eq. 15) and hBL is the mixed layer height, assumed to be ∼800 m
during the day and ∼100 m at night (Seaman et al., 1995; Dillon et al., 2002). Note5

that Eq. (16) is an upper limit for the true surface loss as it assumes that the PAN flux
is entirely depositional. We ignore the possibility of faster gross PAN deposition and
upward chemical flux here, as we wish to assess the net effect of surface/canopy PAN
losses on the composition of the mixed layer. Running these calculations for each day
of the campaign, we find that Ldep/Lchem is ∼0.03 on average during the warm period10

but increases to ∼0.21 during the cool period, or ∼0.15 if we remove the contribution of
thermochemical gradients to the net PAN flux. By rearranging and substituting Eq. (7)
into Eq. (16) and drawing an analogy to Eq. (17), we can define a pseudo-first order
lifetime of PAN with respect to deposition:

τdep
∼= 1/kdep

∼= hBL/Vex (18)15

This equation is equivalent to the “boundary-layer budget” approach used by Shepson
et al. (1992) to derive nighttime PAN fluxes. Typical values of τdep for PAN ranged from
3–5 days during BEARPEX, suggesting that depositional losses can significantly com-
pete with chemical losses (Ldep/Lchem≥1) at temperatures below ∼4◦C. For polluted
regions in northern latitudes or during the winter, deposition could thus become the20

primary sink for APNs.
Transfer of atmospheric nitrogen to forested ecosystems in California is typically

dominated by wet and dry deposition of nitric acid (HNO3), as well as particulate nitrate
(NO−

3 ) and ammonium (NH+
4 ) (Bytnerowicz and Fenn, 1996). To estimate the impor-

tance of APNs as a source of N to the biosphere, we use Eq. (16) to compare the total25
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daily flux of APNs and HNO3 to the forest, the latter of which was also measured via
eddy covariance during BEARPEX-2007 (J. Crounse and P. Wennberg, personal com-
munication). Removing the contribution of thermochemical gradients from the net sum
APN flux and assuming that the remaining flux represents dry deposition, we find total
APN deposition to be ∼4% of daily HNO3 deposition. If the gross downward sum APN5

flux is actually −4.6 pptv m s−1 (0.16 nmol m−2 s−1, Table 2) and is entirely depositional
– except for the Ftd contribution (Sect. 4.4) – we estimate that APN deposition could
be as much as 19% of dry HNO3 deposition during the summer, at the high end of
previous estimates (Sparks et al., 2003). As the influence of intra-canopy production
on above-canopy APN fluxes remains uncertain, we leave the range of potential APN10

contribution to the N deposition budget at 4–19%.

5 Conclusions

Eddy covariance measurements over a Ponderosa pine forest from late summer to
early fall indicate net downward fluxes of PAN, PPN and MPAN, with magnitudes com-
parable to what has been previously reported in the literature. Analysis of PAN fluxes15

with a standard resistance model reveals that loss to the canopy is not restricted by tur-
bulent or molecular diffusion, suggesting a surface-limited process; however, stomatal
uptake is not sufficient to explain the magnitude of observed net fluxes, and evidence
points toward a temperature-dependent process. Gradients in the PAN thermal decom-
position rate can explain a significant fraction of the net downward PAN flux, especially20

when daytime temperatures exceed 20◦C. The combination of stomatal uptake and
thermochemical gradients explains 85–90% of the net PAN flux, but may only explain
38% of the gross downward PAN flux during the first half of the campaign if intra-canopy
PAN production contributes an outward flux as suggested by the observed higher Vex
of PPN relative to that of PAN and MPAN. The distribution of within-canopy sources25

and sinks that contribute to above-canopy APN fluxes changes considerably between
summer and fall, with higher stomatal uptake and less influence from thermochemi-
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cal gradients and inferred in-canopy production during the second, cooler half of the
campaign.

The physical and chemical processes that occur within a forested ecosystem are
intimately linked to regional photochemistry, and much work remains to acquire a full
understanding of the vertical structure of emissions, deposition, transport and chem-5

istry near the surface. Future investigations must continue to focus on detailed charac-
terization of the vertical profiles of VOC, speciated NOy and HOx, which may influence
observed fluxes. For reactive species like APNs, it is critical to quantitatively con-
strain the role of in-canopy production and yet-unidentified sources or sinks within the
canopy, as these processes ultimately determine the degree to which APN deposition10

impacts the atmospheric NOy budget and fixed N sources to the biosphere. For ex-
ample, while net deposition of APNs can compete with thermal decomposition as an
NOy sink under colder conditions (T<4◦C), our analysis suggests that 25–65% of the
observed net APN flux is due to thermal decomposition gradients and thus does not
represent an NOy loss during summer. Moreover, the combination of the potential for15

upward APN fluxes driven by intra-canopy chemistry and the indirect nature of our in-
ferred TD flux can further confound such estimates. If in-canopy chemistry does not
cause an upward APN flux, and our inferred thermal decomposition fluxes are approx-
imately correct, then APN dry deposition only contributes 4% of the atmospheric fixed
N source to the biosphere at BFRS. On the other hand, if in-canopy chemical produc-20

tion causes an outward flux of 3–13 pptv m s−1, as previous observations (Farmer and
Cohen, 2008) and our constrained estimates suggest, then the gross downward flux
of APNs, if predominantly depositional, could constitute as much as 19% of the at-
mospheric fixed N source to the canopy. Improperly accounting for the dominant PAN
loss process or incorrectly partitioning a potential 20% of the dry-depositing fixed N25

may skew predictions of future changes in air quality and the terrestrial carbon cycle.
Flux divergence measurements and computational modeling of the vertical structure
of chemistry and composition within the canopy will be required to provide closure on
these problems.
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Table 1. Median midday (hours 10–14) APN mixing ratios, fluxes and exchange velocities.

APN Conc/pptv Flux/pptv m s−1a
Vex/cm s−1 Vex/cm s−1 Vex/cm s−1

(Day<256) (Day>256)

PAN 391 −1.1 −0.3 −0.4 −0.2
PPN 34 −0.2 −0.7 −1.3 −0.4
MPAN 31 −0.1 −0.4 −0.4 −0.2

a1 pptv m s−1=0.13µmol m−2 h−1=0.49 ng N m−2 s−1
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Table 2. Calculation of upward and downward APN flux components.

Species Conc/pptva Net Flux (Vex)a,b Downward Flux (Vex)b Upward Flux (Vex)b

PAN 301 −1.1 (−0.4) −3.9 (−1.3)c +2.8 (+0.9)
PPN 23 −0.3 (−1.3) −0.3 (−1.3)c 0.0 (0.0)
MPAN 34 −0.2 (−0.4) −0.4 (−1.3)c +0.2 (+0.9)

PAN+PPN+MPAN 357 −1.6 (−0.4) −4.6 (−1.3)c +3.0 (+0.8)
ΣPNsd 758 +5 (+0.7) −8 (−1.1) +13 (+1.8)

a Median of data from hours 10–14, prior to day 256
b Flux/pptv m s−1 (Vex/cm s−1)
c Assumed value (see text)
d Farmer and Cohen (2008), mean noontime values
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Fig. 1. Chemical ionization mass spectra acquired on the morning of day 248 (5 September).
The solid black line represents ambient air sampled at 5.0 m, while the thin green line is a
background scan obtained directly after the sample scan by adding excess NO. Signal at the
PAN peak corresponds to an ambient PAN mixing ratio of ∼500 pptv.
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Fig. 2. (a) Representative lag-correlation plots for vertical wind speed with PAN (black line with
open squares) and with sonic virtual temperature (red line with solid circles), averaged over
hours 7–17 of day 264 (21 September). The location of the peaks correspond to the true lag
times. (b) Representative cumulative area plots (ogives) for cospectra of vertical wind speed
with PAN (solid black line) and with sonic virtual temperature (dotted red line), averaged over
hours 7–17 of day 264 (21 September) and normalized to their maximum values. Drop lines in
(b) indicate the frequencies for the 10th and 90th percentiles of cospectral power, and labels at
the top denote the corresponding eddy timescales. To obtain the normalized frequency in (b),
multiply by z/U=7.1 s.
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Fig. 3. (a) Averaged cospectra for vertical wind speed with PAN (solid black line with solid
and open circles) and with sonic virtual temperature (dotted red line). All cospectra from hour
13 (∼40 cospectra in total) were averaged together, and the average cospectra were further
smoothed by averaging into 200 equally-spaced logarithmic bins. Solid and open circles in the
w ′PAN′ cospectrum denote negative and positive cospectral density, respectively. The dashed
green line indicates the −7/3 slope expected for the inertial sub-range. (b) Frequency-weighted,
covariance-normalized cospectra for vertical wind speed with PAN (solid black line) and with
sonic virtual temperature (dotted red line), averaged as in (a). Note that absolute frequency is
shown on the bottom axis of (b); the normalized frequency can be obtained by multiplying by
z/U=7.1 s.
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Fig. 4. Time series for (a) PAN mixing ratio, (b) PAN flux, (c) PAN exchange velocity and (d)
sonic virtual temperature (solid red line), precipitation (solid dark yellow line with open circles)
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data in (a) and (d) are due to instrument failure, while missing data in (b) and (c) are due to
both instrumental issues and quality control removal protocols. Thick dotted magenta lines in
(a) denote the division between months.
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